
What is ThreatAware?
ThreatAware is an innovative, MSP focused, cloud 
platform that allows MSPs to centrally monitor and 
manage an extensive range of security and productivity 
applications. The ThreatAware platform is an agentless, 
multi-tenanted, vendor-agnostic solution that provides 
a single pane-of-glass, which enables MSPs to have 
a “global” view of their customers’ applications and 
services and, in turn, to receive alerts and remediate 
problems from one central point.

What does it do?
ThreatAware continuously monitors a wide, and ever 
expanding, range of 3rd party applications and services, 
all of which are fully integrated into the ThreatAware 
platform via vendors’ API connections. These 
integrations allow ThreatAware’s centralised, monitoring 
and management console to provide a comprehensive 
view of applications and services. Consequently, an 
MSP’s support staff can improve “response and fix 
times” by investigating and remediating issues via a 
single, easy-to-use dashboard.

Why use TheatAware?
Spend less time doing more. ThreatAware automates 
the repetitive but critical tasks that an MSP must 
constantly carry out to maintain the security and 
productivity of its customers applications and systems.

Rapid response to and remediation of alerts. 
ThreatAware’s centralised monitoring and management 
console allow MSP staff to view multiple vendor alerts 

which, in turn, can be acted upon and, in the majority of 
cases, remediated directly via the console. This feature 
removes the need to access multiple vendor portals to 
remediate the same issues.

Improve efficiency and reduce staff workload. Using 
ThreatAware allows MSPs to efficiently manage their 
support time by providing technical teams with the 
tools to centrally view and manage multiple customer 
systems and vendor applications from one platform.

Vendor agnostic and constantly evolving. ThreatAware is 
constantly integrating new vendors and applications into 
its platform, thus providing an extensive range of vendor 
applications to choose from. This means that an MSP 
has real choice over the services it wants to deploy, and 
is not forced to deliver services that the RMM provider 
has selected, often for their own commercial reasons, 
rather than their actual technical benefits.

ThreatAware
Reduce Cyber Risk. Save Time.
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Features:
• Single pane-of-glass for monitoring and 

management

• Real-time visibility of alerts from multiple services 
in one dashboard

• Vendor agnostic with support for a wide range of 
applications

• A single, unified client report covering all 
applications in use

• Ability to resolve issues through built-in 
remediation tools

Benefits:
• Agentless, vendor-agnostic dashboard

• Rapid and effortless deployment

• Support unlimited applications per device licence

• Simplified Remediation through built-in tools

• Drives team efficiency through use of a single 
unified platform


